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The Breakfast Challenge
I might have seen a ghost.
For real. Convincing my table people that I did was a whole different bag of fries. They 

might actually be impressed if I could talk them into believing me. But that would take 
some work. 

Some days just fall on the high side of the fun meter and the cafeteria is a great place to
gauge that. This particular day brought great argument to my table—not that I owned the 
table or anything; we just always sit in the exact same spot every day of our lives so it feels
like my table—Do ghosts really exist? 

Extremely controversial, right?
New word from Language Arts class: volatile! 
Oh, we've had the argument before. In fact, we've had it many times. Everyone has a 

ghost story, right? Well, today the guys brought out their best (including pretty darn good 
lies, I think). 

Ray Medina, my best friend, kicked it off over a droopy slice of french toast and some 
breakfast tots. 

"You guys hear about the 'Ghost of Christmas Past' story from YouTube yesterday?" Ray is 
super smart and has time to like read and watch everything on the planet. 

"Isn't that from the Muppet movie about the Christmas Carol?" Johannes asked. 
"Yeah... no, that's not it. It's from A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens," Ray said. 

"Anyway, some dude says when he puts a little nutcracker ornament that his grandma gave 
him on his Christmas tree, her ghost visits every night. He showed a video of some sort of 
eerie light when the tree lights are on, but heck, anyone could make that happen." 

I thought it was super odd that Ray brought this up because I thought I just saw one the 
afternoon before. Late afternoon, in my defense. You know... it was getting dark and all 
that.

Some other guys brought up stupid points like ghosts were real they just don't like to 
show themselves to people, but I asked the question of all questions. 

"Do you think they exist, Ray?" 
I wasn't exactly baiting him, but he was too smart to waste this chance. Sometimes I 

think Ray should have his own YouTube channel to share all the stuff he knows. He thinks 
I'm crazy. And with what I was getting ready to pop on the little knot of unsuspecting boys, I
would confirm it for him. 

"Come on, Abe. You know the trouble we went through with that little charade (Ray 
often used big words like that) with Liz and what we, you, thought was a ghost here at 
school. Remember? People make stuff up. That's all there is to it," he said... like there was 
no point in continuing. Conversation closed. Done. Don't even think about adding 
something.

Well, I did. 
"I saw a ghost yesterday afternoon," I said. Not at all how I planned on breaking the 

news! 
Gravy shook his head and said, "Yeah, right, like anyone is going to believe you after Liz."
"You got proof?" Pick asked. 
I'm sure at this point Ray was sizing up what I was going to say and wondering why I 



didn't tell him before school. I totally forgot, really. We had a huge test in Social Studies 
and I had stressed studying my flashcards on my phone all night and wasn't firing on all 
pistons. It was sometimes tough having Ray as a best friend because I wanted to be as 
smart as he was, but I had to work pretty hard to keep up. 

Pick and Gravy are nicknames, by the way. Pick's name is James and he is as thin as a... 
yep, toothpick. Gravy, Elijah, is pretty thin too but he really likes the gravy and mashed 
potatoes on Thursdays. 

I didn't know if I had proof or not. I didn't have a picture on my phone, if that's what he 
meant. 

Looking around at everyone like I was a brilliant story teller, I said, "I saw him at work, 
he was in the woods at the top edge of the grounds." I work at my uncle's cemetery. If 
anybody had proof or a reason to have seen a ghost it was me, right? I didn't say that 
though. "...by the Burgess Clave mausoleum."

Pick jumped on that. I knew somebody would. His eyes were wide and he said, "Like... 
the legend of Burgess Clave? That one?"

I smiled. "That one, Pick. Does that scare you?"
"Doesn't scare me," he said. But it did. I could tell. He wasn't chewing his fingernails yet, 

but he had enough Shaggy from Scooby Doo in him. He would be soon.
"Yeah, that's how it always is with these stories. Everybody can talk about it, but nobody 

can point to a ghost, Abe," Gravy said.
"You show up, and I'll do the pointing," I said... with some bravado (another point for 

vocab in language arts). Like I thought anybody would take me up on that.
Just then the bell rang. We all got up to take our plates to the trash line. 
"Well, maybe we should shoot a video at the cemetery and finally get proof," Ray said.
Now my eyes went wide. What was Ray thinking?
"Maybe we can go into the Clave mausoleum and dance on the grave," Gravy said.
"Would your uncle let us in, Abe?" Pick asked, leaning on his elbows over the table. He 

might have been shaking some too. Not sure. 
"We can get in there whether he lets us or not," I said. "I can get the key." What a 

mistake! My uncle could fire me and I would get in all kinds of trouble at home. But 
sometimes you say stuff to show off. Most of the time, that's just plain stupid. So we 
headed off to our lockers and I was more nervous than ever... and I hadn't even gotten to 
my Social Studies test yet.



The Legend
Nothing unusual about the day, I thought to myself as I climbed the stairs to Language 

Arts. Five hundred of us were going to the same class it seemed—the hallways and stairways
were jam-packed. Other than that, and, oh, the fact that I had just promised to steal a key
and break into the scariest part of my uncle's cemetery, the day was just normal. 

What was I thinking? My brain was scrambled already from the test that was coming up 
next period, and now I was more worried than ever that I was going to get caught, get in 
trouble and lose my job. Not to mention what my mom and dad were going to do. My mind 
was beginning to work overtime and I tripped going up the last step, spewing my binder into
the upstairs hallway—which was like pitching it into a churning river. 

"Table! Easy, Dude. You gotta control that massive frame of yours or you'll run someone 
over," Justin Placer said. He stood in the middle of the hallway forcing the traffic to go 
around like a giant boulder in the river while I grabbed my binder and the loose papers.

"Thanks, Justin," I said after I got everything.
"Hey, don't worry about it. Anything to help someone who may help me on my test today, 

right?"
I didn't want to 'help' Justin. This could turn out to be a tougher day than I thought. I 

chuckled and shook my head. "Got to watch that sort of stuff, Justin. That could land us 
both in some trouble." I was hoping my play-it-off thinking worked. The stresses of this day 
were mounting and I hadn't even taken the test yet. I wondered (but wished I didn't) how it 
could possibly get worse.

"That's what I like about you, Table," Justin said while nodding like a laid-back surfer. 
"You don't pull any punches. I expected that from you."

He fist-bumped me as we turned into the classroom. Whew! That was close. I didn't even
know what that saying meant, but I guessed it meant I was honest.

Gravy was in my Social Studies class and met me before I even sat down—a little too 
eager, I thought.

"Can't wait to go tonight! Gonna be awesome," Gravy said smiling like he just ate the last
cookie in the lunch line.

"What's gonna be awesome, Abe?" Liz said. It got worse.
I smiled on one side of my mouth and knew I shouldn't have wondered about how it could

get worse. Liz Strong was in Social Studies too.
"Yeah, Liz, no big deal. We are going to race go-carts tonight," I lied. I didn't know what 

else to do! Not only was I stressed about the test coming up, almost bullied into cheating 
on it, asked to steal the key to the mausoleum of Burgess Clave and lead a bunch of boys to
break into it, now I was lying regularly like a card shark playing poker with a bunch of little 
kids. Would the day and its stresses never end?

"Dude, Liz, that's totally not it. We are going to the mausoleum of Burgess Clave on 
Sleepy Knoll tonight at midnight. Abe here is getting us in," dingbat Gravy said.

I was beyond frustration! How was I supposed to do well on my Social Studies test with 
stuff like this going on?! I felt like Charlie Brown at the moment.

Fortunately, Harrison rang his bell for everyone to sit down and quietly journal about the
topic on the screen while he took roll. I saw that as an opportunity to calm down a bit. I 
breathed deeply to prepare for the onslaught of Liz Strong. She didn't allow for much 



preparation.
"Abe," Liz whispered from her seat ahead one and across the aisle. Her eyebrows were 

down-turned in the middle and the smirky smile she wore was like a happy face gone rogue
—she was all too glad to know what the boys had planned. "Are you ghost hunting again? 
How'd that go for you last time?"

I thought about that for a minute and remembered the trouble Liz herself got into the 
last time. I wanted to get right back in her face, but I felt sorry for her. No time to worry 
about that now. I had to finish writing and ignore Liz if possible. Which was not.

We all had five minutes to find a partner and ask study questions with him or her from 
our interactive notes. I partnered with Gravy, who sat behind me, and thought I was going 
to be able to focus on the test.

"Better watch out up there tonight, Abe," Liz said on her way to the pencil sharpener in 
the back of the room. She had a mechanical pencil in her hands. She didn't even look at me 
when she said it.

How was I supposed to concentrate on the test? I didn't put it past Liz to show up and try 
one of her typical tricks tonight. And thinking about what she had to say or what she might 
do was going to positively derail my chances of doing well on this ridiculous test.

When she came back by I couldn't help himself. "You better watch out, Liz. My uncle's not
too friendly with uninvited guests after hours."

"Good," she said, "I hope he's invited you and your gullible friends."
She always got the last word and she was mean, but smart.
The test came and went and I wasn't sure it was my best, but I had other worries now 

that it was over: the break in of the mausoleum of Burgess Clave. Why had I agreed to do 
this? Mr. Harrison invited my row and Liz's to go to the library and meet with the media 
center coordinator. He had arranged to have a bunch of historical documents about 
Industrial America available for us. It was a whole process that we'd done for other topics. 
It was at the library, once we were in table groups—and Liz purposefully joined mine and 
Gravy's—that Liz took over.

"Ever hear the actual legend of Burgess Clave, Elijah?" Liz used Gravy's real name. She 
preyed on the weak. Gravy shook his head. He probably hadn't. "He shows up now and then 
at the edge of the woods behind the mausoleum. Not all the time, mind you. Just 
sometimes. Chances are you won't see him tonight if you go up there."

He was listening and I was waiting for the spooky music to start playing. I'd heard the 
legend, of course, because my uncle owns the place.

"Chances are we won't see him because ghosts don't exist," Gravy said.
"Suit yourself... Abe, here knows that's not true. Why, the ghost of Burgess Clave has 

been seen on that hill before," Liz said. She paused a bit before she continued, like she was
thinking of the nicest way to break the news to poor Gravy. "Clave was rich, Elijah. He was 
worth a ton, but some of his closest people swindled him out of all his money." She paused 
again.

I was about to interrupt when she picked up the little yarn she spun. I thought of a kitten
chasing a piece of string. I wasn't sure who was on the other end: Liz or Gravy.

"So, now, he appears only when someone who is dishonest shows up... someone who has 
stolen something or is trespassing maybe. He wants  revenge against all thieves and 
trespassers," Liz said. "I'd think twice about going up there at night." Then she popped up 
and left the table.



Scared?
Gravy spoke first after Liz left. He whispered. "Do you think we should still go?"
"Of course, Grave. You gonna believe everything that girl says? Shoot, she's just trying to 

scare you," I said.
"You said yourself we're going up there to see a ghost."
"Yeah. A ghost. Not a revenge-seeking-monster like the headless horseman."
Gravy and I had gotten our books from the collection cart that Mrs. Darnell had left out 

for us and then followed all the steps on Mr. Harrison's reading guide. While we worked, I 
kept looking at Gravy's face to see if he still was scared. Truth was, I was scared out of my 
mind. I didn't want to steal the key; I didn't want to sneak back into the cemetery at night 
(which was going to be happening, whether I wanted it or not), and I certainly didn't want 
to go up there having stolen the key and stir up the angry remains of a theft-punishing 
ghost.



The Perfect Storm
The sun was shining at the cemetery, but it wouldn't be for long. Large storm clouds had 

formed over the mountains and were rolling in, thundering with power even at a distance. I
was sweating while I scrambled to bring in the extra tools that were leaning against the 
maintenance shed. My uncle asked me to get things in ahead of the thunderstorm. The 
grounds crew had trimmed the hedge and I still had to pick up the trimmings and haul them
off in the little trailer I pulled behind my uncle's utility quad.

I stepped into the welcome center before I took off to pick up the trimmings. The key to 
the mausoleum hung on a little board behind the greeting counter, mocking me, daring me 
to look at it, to take it.

I stared at it as if it had cast a spell over me. My uncle startled me when he stepped out 
of his office in the back. "Finish all the hedges already, Abe?"

"No, I needed some water, that's all." My face was hot, but not because of the weather.
"Storm is coming on fast. Let's just try to get all the debris up from the hedges, but not 

into the recycle hopper. You can do that tomorrow. Just leave the stuff in the trailer for 
tonight. I want the quad in the shed before the rain hits. Less to clean up that way."

I nodded as I rounded the counter and grabbed a bottled water, eyeing the key.
"Abe," my uncle said, "don't forget the trimmings up on Sleepy Knoll either. Grounds crew

was up there today." He turned back into his office and I reached up and grabbed the gold 
key to the mausoleum, slipping it into the front pocket of my jeans.

I had the perfect excuse! Maybe some of the trimmings blew into the mausoleum and I 
had to get them out. It was a sort-of alibi for having the key, but I still felt guilty and the 
key felt more like I was trying to conceal a bowling ball in my pocket. I knew my face was 
burning hot and I had to get out of there while I still could.

Just as I opened the glass door and the little bell jingled, my uncle called out, "Abe?"
I stopped midway out the door, swallowed hard. "Yeah?"
My uncle popped his head around the corner and I knew I was dead. My uncle would see 

the missing key on the board and I would be in trouble before anything ever happened.
"Don't forget the trimmings along the road. Those are the most visible. Remember, a neat

cemetery is a--"
"Peaceful cemetery," I said finishing my uncle's often repeated phrase. "I remember," I 

said, smiling, as I went out the door.
What a day for my uncle to have the hedges trimmed, I thought as I started the quad 

and pointed it down the small service road leading through the middle of the grounds. I'll 
never get those things cleaned up before it starts raining. As if to punctuate the point, 
lightening split the gray-darkened sky to the west. The crack of thunder was several 
seconds behind, so I knew it wasn't super close yet.

Gathering the trimmings along the road that bordered the lonely little cemetery was not 
hard work. I put on my gloves, moving behind the low hedge scooping up branches, but was 
plagued by the key in my pocket and the thought of bringing my friends back at night. How 
could I betray my uncle like this? My uncle asked me to work for him, paid me well—often 
giving me extra cash when he paid my weekly salary. 

How could I possibly back out now? My friends were all going to show up. They'd make 
fun of me. Call me names. Bad names. No, backing out wasn't an option either. 



The guilt was already sitting on me like a clunky suit of armor. I almost couldn't move 
and felt like the rain was going to make me rust up, paralyzing me at the very place where 
people ended up stuck forever: the cemetery.

I caught it just after I had tossed some branches in the trailer. A small thing. Out of the 
corner of my eye. Movement.

Whipping my head around toward the knoll, I stopped, as still as a knight in armor, 
scrutinizing the hill, the mausoleum, the woods. My breathing was heavy like I'd been 
running hard and had to stop in the middle of it.

Nothing. So, I tried to forget that, though the key in my pocket was still feeling heavy 
and I wasn't going to forget it was there. I finished the hedges and took the quad up the 
hill. Thunder rumbled, low and insistent, as I switched it off and pulled on my work gloves.

The dirty white blocks of the mausoleum's walls stood out against the dark of the woods 
and the deep green grass like a miniature monument to ancient Rome. I peeked through the
rusted black metal gate inside. It was small and empty. Not like the old horror movies of 
Dracula where stone sarcophagi stood on the floor like caskets pushed up out of the ground.

It was dark inside, the shade almost as deep as if night had already fallen, but I could 
make out names on the walls where the cremated remains of the Clave clan were kept. 
Something rustled in the woods and my blood turned to ice. I froze for a moment, listening 
like my life depended on it, and then slowly, quietly, sidestepped until I could peek around 
the edge of the mausoleum.

"Abe?" The voice almost launched me into orbit! I actually jumped. Almost cried. "What 
are you doing up here?" My uncle had walked up the path behind me. "Are you going to get 
all this cleaned up before the rain hits?"

The blood drained from my face. I was sure it had suddenly changed to blue ice water. 
Had my uncle discovered the missing key? "Sure, sure, Uncle David," I said. "This mausoleum
is kinda weird. It's odd to build this whole mini-building just to hold ashes. Why don't they 
have caskets?"

"Vampires would come out," my uncle said.
I squinted. "What?"
"Just kiddin'. If you didn't have some fun in this line of work, you'd go crazy. Death is too 

serious to be too serious, you know." He looked around like he was expecting someone to 
show up.

I thought of the legend of Burgess Clave (according to Liz) and wondered if my uncle 
wasn't a little worried too.

"Well, finish up here and I'll wrap things up at the office. I might close the gates a little 
early tonight with this storm." He looked around again, so I looked around too, not sure 
what I was looking for.

Relief! My uncle didn't mention the key. "It won't take long to finish here, Uncle David." I 
had been sure that the key had been calling to my uncle from my pocket like the ring in 
Lord of the Rings. I could hear Gandolf in my head saying, "It wants to be found."

"There's a key hanging on the key rack for this little place, you know. It's the little gold 
one. You should come up here once a week or so and sweep it out," my uncle said.

I laughed nervously and said, "Yeah, I'll do that. No problem." Warning bells went off 
silently in my head. I'd already taken the key! Before I had permission.

"Abe?" My uncle turned around after starting to walk back down the path. "Watch out 
when you go in there. Some say old Burgess Clave still haunts this place... that's what they 



say. I don't believe that kind of stuff though." He chuckled to himself and left.
Thunder cracked loudly and I knew I didn't have time to waste. Stuffing the last few 

branches and trimmings into the little trailer, I hopped on quad, started it, and headed 
down the hill. I stopped suddenly before I even reached my uncle who was walking back to 
the office. My gloves! I looked back and saw them on top of one of the bushes. I turned the 
quad off, and ran back up to grab them.

That's when I saw him. To the left of the mausoleum and the ridge. One hundred yards 
away, probably. Edge of the woods. A ghost of a man with a beard in a black coat and pants 
with some sort of cloak over his head. Standing, staring.

I froze and stared back.
It was like a two statue standoff. My heart pounded—I couldn't believe it! The ghost 

really existed and was really in front of my eyes. I stepped backwards out of the little 
flower bed toward the path, determined not to take my eyes off the ghost as long as he 
stood there. A thousand thoughts went through my mind, including the fact that I had 
something to show the boys when they came back up tonight.

I backed up a little and ran right into one of the small boxwood bushes and toppled over 
backwards on the path, hands reaching out to prevent me from hitting the ground, legs 
backpedaling, gloves going every which direction. I ended up on my backside, but nothing 
out of place. My mom had broken her wrist not a year ago doing exactly the same thing. I 
raised my hands in front of my face and rotated my wrists just to make sure things still 
worked right... and they did.

Scooping up my gloves, I got up and smiled, realizing how funny Ray might have thought I
looked. Then I looked where the ghost had been.

Gone! Nothing was there. I ran down to the quad just as the first rain drops began to 
hammer me. The wind had picked up but I hadn't noticed with all of my statue-staring 
obsession. I didn't care about getting wet, though I was already soaked from the sudden 
burst; all I wanted was to see that ghost, Burgess Clave's ghost, one more time and I turned 
up the hill and revved the little machine as fast as I could take it to the edge of the woods. 
I stopped at the treeline to stare into the growing dark—it felt like a haunted forest with 
the storm blocking the sun and the rain driving.

Lightening split the sky behind me and lit things up in that eerie lightening white/blue. 
No ghost showed up. I didn't care. We'd see him tonight, I was sure. I'd stolen a key, after 
all, and that was precisely what Burgess Clave couldn't stand.



Fright Night
When we got to the cemetery, the peeper frogs were croaking so loudly they could have 

waked the... you know. I don't know why my mind always goes to stuff like that at times 
like this, but it does. I'm stuck with it.

Our shoes were scuffing on the street in front of the place too loudly too. And Pick was 
talking like it was an afternoon at the baseball field.

"Shhh. Quiet, Pick. We don't want to get anyone's attention," I said.
"Abe, were alone here. There's nobody around. Who's gonna hear us? The dead?"
Was I the only one taking this seriously?! We were going to be in violation of trespassing 

laws (there was a sign posted about not being there after dark), violation of parental laws 
(who did NOT give us permission to do this), and we were in violation of the law of Burgess 
Clave.

"Pick, c'mon. How are we going to get a ghost to show up if we are as noisy as a marching
band?" I asked.

"Hey, guys, listen. We have to make a plan, keep quiet, and do what Abe says. He's the 
one who can get in trouble here," Ray said. You can always count on Ray for making things 
seem easy. He was always in control. But things have a way of getting out of control fast, 
even with Ray on your side.

"There it is," Gravy said, pointing up the hill at the mausoleum, which almost glowed 
even though the moon was low and there wasn't a whole lot of light up on the hill.

He took off, of course. We hadn't set up a plan, decided who would lead, decided how 
long we'd stay—we hadn't done any of that. And Gravy was running up the side of the 
cemetery, not even on the path, just tromping over the grounds and the people buried 
there with no respect for them or their loved ones.

I knew that if having the stolen key was going to work up the ghost of Burgess Clave, 
then running willy-nilly over the dead in his graveyard was going to cause some sort of 
spectral fireworks the likes of which had never been seen. Now I was worried on a whole 
new level.

I know these guys were thinking I was making this all up. That we wouldn't really see a 
ghost. That it would be fun to brag at school how we went up to the cemetery at night.

But I did see the ghost!
There was nothing to do but follow and try to reduce the damage, so Ray, Pick and I 

trailed after Gravy like we were behind in a 400 meter race at a track meet.
Everyone crowded around the metal gate of the mausoleum looking inside like we were 

at the zoo and waiting for the elusive Siberian tiger to come out of his cave. One of the 
street lights, which was a pretty good distance from us, still shone up on the hill and cast 
long shadows of us on the walls.

Gravy was whispering now. "Abe, how come there's no coffin inside there?" he asked.
"Bet there ain't no ghost, neither," Pick said. 
"Hey, everyone just calm down," Ray said. "Abe here can explain how this works. We're 

on his turf now."
It was like an introduction to the guy who runs the Smithsonian Museum in Washington, 

D.C. or something. I just answered like me and didn't have a lot to say.
"They used to put the sarcophagus, the concrete box over the coffin, of a dead guy in 



here... above ground. Like Dracula or something. But now they mostly cremate people and 
put their ashes in little containers. So, this family was cremated and their ashes are in the 
walls," I waited a moment or two. Everyone got real quiet on me. "See their names in the 
walls?"

Everyone was looking intently when all of a sudden the little moldy rock room was lit up 
like a christmas tree. We all jumped and then saw that Gravy had brought a flashlight—a 
little LED one that threw unnaturally white light around in there. We half expected Burgess 
to show up magically, I think.

"Dang it, Gravy, you could have told us you were going to turn on the stadium lights," Ray
said.

"I just thought it would help us see better, you know."
Pick jumped in. "What if the light scares the ghosts away?"
Ray said, "Okay, Pick, first of all, this isn't the Haunted Mansion at Disneyland. The ghosts

aren't all coming out their graves for a midnight ball or something. This is about Abe seeing 
something he thought was a ghost, a single ghost, and legend. So, if there really is a ghost 
of Burgess Clave, a little flashlight isn't going to scare him away."

Ray was always practical. And he made what we were doing sound like it had a chance of
succeeding. That made me nervous because I had seen the ghost—in broad daylight!

That's when Ray asked, "Where's the key, Abe?"
If your heart could thump its way right out of your chest, mine was trying now. I fished it

out of my pocket and Gravy was shining the light on me. Even though the days were getting
warmer, you could see all of our breath billowing in clouds into the cool night air. Gravy 
pointed the beam back on the gate and lock.

"Here goes," I said with some ceremony. I was scared to death!
When I unlocked it, the thing swung out and open with a creak and a moan worthy of a 

cemetery gate. We all stepped back and stood there like statues, Gravy's light shining into 
the forbidden tomb like it was pointing the way to our own deaths.

"I'll go first," Ray said. And he went in. We all shuffled behind, no one in a hurry.
The room was small—to small for all of us, so I backed out and let the three of them 

stand in there. Gravy's flashlight beam was going all over the place: to the ceiling, the 
floor, then the name he was looking at.

"Hey!" he whispered, "Look at this." The flashlight was pointing to the floor and everyone 
huddled to see what he had found, including me.

"It looks like something has tried to scratch its way out into the corner," Pick said.
I saw the shadow first, since I was standing at the back of the little huddle. It showed up 

on the back wall of the mausoleum, faint. You could barely notice it if you weren't looking. 
By now my senses were on high alert and I was looking. About the time it took my mind to 
make sense of the fact that we might not be alone and we were standing in (tromping on) 
the grave of none other than Burgess Clave, we all heard the voice, high, shrill.

"Ahhhhhhh!" It was the scream of a demon!
Gravy dropped the flashlight, which immediately went out. Certain words might have 

been uttered which would not be allowed at school. People were running in the dim glow of
the distant street light. Someone tripped over a low bush. I was running down the path and 
wondering how we were all going to escape the wrath of the ghost when I heard the telltale
cackle... of Liz Strong.

I turned and looked back up at the mausoleum and there she stood laughing like a witch 



stirring a stew.
When I got back to where she was, she said, "Did you ding-a-lings really think a ghost had

come to end your days?" and then she broke into another fit of laughter.
That's when I noticed Pick. He was laying on the ground by the door of the mausoleum... 

with his foot through the rails in the gate.
"Table, I'm stuck," he said. "Yeah. When Lizzy ghost here started screamin' like a banshee 

and we all took off, someone shoved me into the gate and my foot went right through. 
Little hard to run away because, oh yeah, the gate is attached to this building."

Liz started laughing again like she'd just discovered she had a magical power. "Hey, 
James, I'm sorry about that." Then she looked at Gravy. "When I told you guys the story in 
the library, there was no way I was going to miss the chance to scare you."

I looked sideways at Liz. Who was this? The Liz I knew wouldn't give a rip that (1) Pick 
was laying there practically waiting for the ambulance to take him to emergency or (2) 
what our little group was doing on a Friday night. It made about as much sense to me as a 
physics class from Harrison.

Ray and I thought things might be different with Liz after the last time she tried to scare 
me. She got in big trouble.

Everybody had gathered back and we helped Pick pull his leg out of the gate... which 
wasn't as easy as it sounds. It was pretty stuck.

We all headed down the path together, including Liz, with Pick limping.
"Well, Abe, guess there is no ghost up here tonight. Maybe another time we'll see it," Ray 

said.
Leave it to Ray to make sense of the failed ghost search. I felt horrible that nothing 

showed up.
"Yeah," Gravy said, "ghosts are pretty hard to see. Otherwise, everybody would be seeing 

them all the time and it would be no big deal, you know?"
"At least you had that key, Abe, and we can all say that we have been in the mausoleum 

of Burgess Clave," Pick said.
The key! I stopped everyone putting both arms out. "I forgot the key in the lock," I said.
Before anyone could say anything, Ray said, "I got it," and ran up the hill. We kept 

walking until he got back.
"Did you lock it back up?" I asked.
"Of course," Ray said.
I looked back up the hill to make sure and I saw him: the ghost was standing by the 

mausoleum!
"Look! There he is," I said pointing.
When everyone saw him standing there, dressed exactly how I'd seen him earlier in the 

day, they took off running down the road at full speed (except Pick, who hobbled/ran at 
full hobble).



When Good Ghosts Fade
I sat down at the breakfast table in the cafeteria in the same spot I've sat in all year. The

cinnamon rolls always smelled better than they tasted on Mondays, but they still went 
down well with a carton of milk. I was too rested for a normal Monday. I got a lot of sleep 
because I was grounded for sneaking out and the whole cemetery business.

What did I expect?
Ray and Pick and Gravy all sat down too with their cinnamon rolls and milks. They knew I

was in trouble, they just didn't know how much.
Ray said from across the table, "So, Abe, what is the score? How much trouble did you 

get into?"
"Well, it didn't go like you might think. I'm not sure it was worth it," I said. They all still 

probably thought we saw a real ghost... we didn't.
"At least we saw a real ghost," Gravy said. "It is hard to argue the value of that."
"Not really," I said. Here it came. "Okay, guys, listen. First of all, it wasn't a ghost we saw.

It was a security guard that I didn't know about. My uncle hired him because we've had 
some vandalism up there. He mostly stays hidden during the day before the cemetery closes
to monitor who is coming and going. That's why I thought I saw a ghost a few times." Moans 
of disappointment. "Second, I was grounded for sneaking out. My dad was waiting for me 
when I got back. That didn't go so well."

"You didn't lose your job, did you? For stealing the key?" Pick asked.
"No," I said, "just have to work extra hours for no pay. Kinda like community service."
"Who thought that up, Abe?"
We all were shocked to see it was Liz that said that. Wide eyes raised to meet mine all 

over the table.
Was she serious? What sort of question was this? What kind of joke was she playing now? 

My mind was racing...
"I got in trouble too," she said as she sat down with her muffin and a bottled water.
Everyone turned and looked at me... like I was going to explain why Liz was talking with 

us, sitting with us. I had no idea! I grabbed the edges of my plate, as if to pick it up and get
out of there, and looked at Ray to see if he agreed. He shook his head no like a pitcher 
calling off a pitch.

What a mess! I was unsure what to do, but I knew we should get away from Liz Strong. To
my relief, Ray stepped in.

"You got in trouble too, Liz, for being out late or for hanging out with a scary group like 
this," Ray said, holding his hand out toward Pick and Gravy. Gravy had an enormous piece of
muffin on his plastic fork and was turning his head this way and that trying to bite it, like 
he was trying to eat a giant apple on a string at a Halloween party.

Then Liz did something I never dreamed she was capable of doing: she laughed. Not the 
make-fun-of-Abe-and-Ray laugh either.

Something happened that morning over large cinnamon rolls that would change our lives 
forever: Liz Strong become one of us. Sometimes Ray and I look back at how it happened. I 
really thought I saw a ghost... that's what started it.

He asked me not long ago if it had been fate. I smiled and said something like he usually 
said to me. "You're over-thinking it. It was just because of the Legend of Burgess Clave. 
That guy was powerful." But I knew better. It was because of a ghost, a legend and friend 



who hadn't been discovered yet.

More about Abe...
Follow the growing collection in the Misinformed Life of Abe Table at 

http://abetable.wordpress.com/
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